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High Court decision on the new UK gambling legislation
Back in June, the Gibraltar Betting and Gaming Association (the GBGA) officially announced its intention to bring a
legal challenge against the UK government, seeking judicial review of the new UK gambling regime ushered in by the
Gambling (Licensing and Advertising) Act. 

The challenge delayed the implementation of the regime, but on 10 October, Mr Justice Green gave his verdict in this
case in the High Court, finding in favour of the UK government and declaring that the Act does not infringe upon UK or
EU law. The World Online Gambling Law Report spoke to online gambling law experts to get their immediate reaction
to the verdict. 

 

Anna Mathias of Joelson Wilson LLP

Enforceability: The Claimant argued that the new regime will be unenforceable and used this as an attack on the
proportionality of the new legislation, saying that it will impose a high burden on operators given the benefits. It cited
the UK Gambling Commission’s lack of extra-territorial information gathering and enforcement powers, the absence of
any blocking mechanism and a failure to demonstrate how the new regime will be resourced. The Judge rejected
those submissions outright, finding no evidence that there would be a major enforcement problem and that Parliament
was entitled to its view that the Commission’s suite of existing powers would be sufficient. It remains to be seen
whether he is right in this, or whether (and this was his third reason for rejecting the Claimant’s arguments on the
point) Government will be obliged to shore those enforcement powers up.

Prospects for an appeal/further challenge: No application for permission to appeal was sought before Mr Justice
Green, so it would need to be obtained from the Court of Appeal in an Appeal Notice. The Claimant will have 21 days
in which to file this - which takes us right up to the deferred date for implementation of the new legislation! Permission
would only be given if the appeal has ‘a real prospect of success,’ or if there is ‘some other compelling reason’ why it
should be heard. I think the likelihood of an appeal small, though I suppose an argument might conceivably be made
on the second ground. All of this does not, of course, mean that the GBGA might not pursue a separate judicial review
of the new point of consumption tax set to come in on 1 December 2014.

 

Anna Mathias Barrister

Joelson Wilson LLP

ahm@joelsonwilson.com

 

David Clifton of Clifton Davies Consultancy Limited:

Q: What do you make of Mr Justice Green's verdict? 

A: Like many other professional advisors working within this sphere, I am not surprised that the GBGA judicial
challenge has failed. Mr Justice Green has delivered a very comprehensive judgment, expressly making the point that
in his view it is “a clearcut case.” He has formed the view that the British Government addressed all relevant
considerations and has described its explanation of policy as being in terms that are logical and rational with a
sufficient basis of evidence or concerns for its position to be warranted. By way of contrast, the judgment contains
some criticism of the GBGA, by, for example, identifying a fallacy in its economic assumptions despite it having had a
year within which to prepare a supporting quantitative analysis for those assumptions, resulting in the judge’s
conclusion that its line of reasoning in this respect was unconvincing.

 

Q: What are your views on those parts of the judgment dealing with aspects of the new regime such as the
question of enforceability and whether the new regime is actually about tax revenues? 

A: The judge effectively discounted both any suggestion that the new regime is actually about tax revenues and the
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argument that there would be a problem of enforceability. In this latter respect, he concluded that there was no
evidence or reason to believe that there will be a major enforcement problem. He took into account that the Gambling
Commission has "a range of possible remedies open to it which, whilst not perfect, the Government is entitled to
assume will be reasonably effective.” His judgment recognises that even if an enforcement problem does arise, the
Government will review the law and take steps to strengthen the Commission’s enforcement powers.

 

Q: Will disgruntled operators push further for a harmonised EU framework for online gambling in light of the
verdict? 

A: That certainly seems to be the view of the GBGA which has been quoted as saying: "Given this judgment there is
now even greater need for an EU legal framework for online gambling if we are to effectively protect all European
consumers, enjoy a common market and avoid each member state deciding alone how to deal with an activity that
naturally crosses borders.”

 

Q: What are the prospects for an appeal/further challenge?

A: Procedurally it is necessary to obtain permission to appeal to the Court of Appeal. The GBGA did not ask Mr Justice
Green to give such permission himself - perhaps not surprisingly given the judge’s description of the case as “clear-
cut” - but that would not stop it from applying for permission from the Court of Appeal itself as long as this is
done within the next 21 days. 

 

Q: Is there anything else within the judgment worth mentioning?

A: Given doubts previously expressed as to whether an overseas operator unlicensed in Great Britain will in future be
able to advertise here (including by way of football shirt sponsorship), it is interesting that the judge made obiter
comments in his judgment to the effect that such an operator will attract criminal liability in Great Britain if it is not able
to block British customers from accessing its services, even if it has had no intention of targeting such customers.

 

David Clifton Director

Clifton Davies Consultancy Limited

dc@cliftondavies.com
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